Questionnaires Show Student Support of Hazing, Less Subjects, Reject Honor Code

Communist Refugee

LTI Special Student

by F. Weissenberg

L. T. I. has long been known for its ability to draw students from all over the world, but it has seldom admitted to its having a student body as diverse as that of Father Hector Mauri, a priest of the Society of Jesus.

After escaping imprisonment and possible death as "criminales" at the hands of the Chinese Communists, Father Mauri is at present earning baccalaureate manufacturing at L. T. I. to help develop industry in West China, where he has returned with the Jesuit Fathers (Society of Jesus) to help China, as they help China, and then go to China to work with the Jesuit Missionaries.

STUDIED IN PEKING

He attended college for three years, studying for a time at Nanking, China, and then returned to Peking to study engineering, philosophy, theology, and related arts. He continued the theological studies at Buenos Aires, Argentina, and was ordained a priest by the Jesuit Fathers (Society of Jesus) to work in China and then in Italy, and then went to China to work with the Jesuit Missionaries.

Ground Observation

Post Planned At LTI

High-ranking officials of the Civil Defense Administration conferred recently with officials of the L. T. I. APLOTIC unit on the feasibility of setting up a ground observation post at the Institute.

No official communication can be continued and a network of observing the observation post is planned. If the net is extended to L. T. I., it may be financed by the state or by the Federal government.

L. T. I. was chosen because of its strategic location. The fast country surrounding the Institute makes ideal a vantage point where it is able to observe all approaching aircraft.

The observation post, if authorized, would be manned 24 hours a day by volunteers. It is hoped that L. T. I. students may participate thereby to help the Institute keep its "blank" spots of aircraft identification.

LTI's New Electronic Courses

Proctoring in the new electronic courses being given at the Institute by the American Interchemical Corporation, who have been teaching there, was authorized recently by President Mrs. J. L. Lydon.

A brief form of the student body will go to the Atlantic City Marconi Show, according to the questionnaires. There were 98.7% who wanted to attend at the time of reply. Of the 98.7%, 68.3% would attend if cost were made charging, and 31.7% would make the trip if transportation and lodging were provided. These figures are worked out in many small surveys and are given as requested by the students attending in the present year, 1940.

Colten Elected Circle K Head

This Tuesday night the new officials of the Circle K Club at L. T. I. will be installed at a combined meeting of Circle K and the Student Council.

The election of President—Alfred Cohen,副主席—Clifton Cohen, Secretary—John Fawer, and Treasurer—Hal Cale, were chosen.

Also to be installed is the new officers of the Student Council.

Harvey Kaye

Robert Bank

Clyde Simpson

The Circle K Club will continue, as it has done in the past, to work for the Institute and the community of Lowell.

Petikiewicz Wins New Scholarship

The first scholarship award made to an LTI student was announced yesterday by Dr. Richard N. Spero, chairman of the Scholarship Committee.

In the first questionnaires sponsored by the Student Council, Tech students have expressed their opinions about the life and activities of the student body. The booklet issued, indicated a desire for less subjects, more time for recreation, and a greater emphasis on athletics.

The return of living was the praise of 96.7% and of those students who were interested in athletics, 96.7% indicated a wish for more athletic activity. The majority of those students indicated that they would like to be exposed to more liberal arts.

The return of living was the praise of 96.7% and of those students who were interested in athletics, 96.7% indicated a wish for more athletic activity. The majority of those students indicated that they would like to be exposed to more liberal arts.
The text is a collection of various articles and sections, including a letter to the editor, a college student professor's perspective, an institute cafeteria advertisement, and an editorial column. Here is a breakdown of the different sections:

**Letters To The Editor**

- **Subject:** The text mentions a letter to the editor but does not provide the content of the letter.
- **Contributor:** The letter is signed by Stephen Adler.

**College Student Professor Looks For Mature, Adult Outlook**

- **Title:** The text mentions an article titled "College Student Professor Looks For Mature, Adult Outlook" but does not provide the content of the article.

**College Instructor Looks For Competence, Presentation**

- **Title:** The text mentions an article titled "College Instructor Looks For Competence, Presentation" but does not provide the content of the article.

**EDUCATION BY COUTURIER**

- **Title:** The text mentions an article titled "EDUCATION BY COUTURIER" but does not provide the content of the article.

**Institute Cafeteria Full Course Dinners and Sandwiches**

- **Title:** The text mentions an advertisement for the Institute Cafeteria's full course dinners and sandwiches but does not provide the content of the advertisement.

**Editors For A Day**

- **Title:** The text mentions an article titled "Editors For A Day" but does not provide the content of the article.

**INSTITUTE CAFETERIA**

- **Title:** The text mentions an advertisement for the Institute Cafeteria but does not provide the content of the advertisement.

**THE TEXT**

- **Title:** The text mentions an article titled "THE TEXT" but does not provide the content of the article.
SPORTSMILL...

By Ted Hoffinan

On Tuesday, February 23, the Lowell Tech basketball team dropped the curtain on another disappointing season. The team’s record was as unimpressive as four wins and thirteen defeats. The team scored as well as could be expected under the conditions of limited talent and limited practice time. The statistics show that defensively the team did quite well, scoring 1066 points and averaging 52.1 points per game. However, their defense was poor as 1215 points were scored against them for an average of 71.4 points per game.

Actually there are several factors which account for the apparent lack of defense. Tech faced many teams that for superior height and size, and this height dominated both the offensive and defensive lines. Several of the teams that Lowell faced had boys who revelled in foul play because of their exhibitionistic athletic ability. Tech on the other hand had but one player who had high school experience, and he has since left school. We were sorely handicapped and outdistanced in many of the contests.

We have men who as individuals are good ball players, but collectively we cannot field five men who will consistently win all games. Dave Hannon is an excellent ball-handling man with a cool touch and a deadly shot. Larry Horowitz has one of the better set shots in New England, and Jim Lofland, a fine playmaker is the best defensive player on the club. We have two or three men that can provide the scoring punch, but we lack height and experience practice. Time is necessary so that the five men comprise the nucleus of the team can work together. In that way at least why only can they function as a homogeneous group.

Though I have presented facts and opinions defending the team, the lack of accuracy it must be said that on several occasions the boys were awful. On these occasions our excuses could be blamed as the boys were outplayed by teams that deemed inferior to ourselves. Like a horse out of harness out of sight after the off nights—We had our fair share his season, but the inexperience that, Sofflof we were on our game, but were simply outplayed by a team that we should have beaten.

It all goes back to the same old and lacked up stock methods that can be easily picked. Everyone likes a winner, a loser can be tolerated, but nobody likes a perennial loser. And that is just what our team is. There are only two possible solutions, one is to continue as is, the second is to call a meeting of the officers and all the members and arrest interest within the school, and perhaps some outside, it will adopt these suggestions. If they just want a team, it will continue on its merry way—generate more interest each year and finally there will be no interest. Any other do nothing to improve the situation and kill it right instead of allowing it to die a slow painful death.

Baseball Schedule

April 17—Safford at Lowell
18—Safford at New Hampshire
24—Safford at Brookline
25—Safford at Shrewsbury
May 3—Norwich at New Hampshire
5—New Hampshire at New Bedford
6—New Hampshire at Lowell
10—Shrewsbury at Lowell
11—Worcester Tech at Worcester
16—Worcester Tech at Worcester
17—Keene at Keene
18—At Home
19—At Home
28—New Bedford at New Bedford
31—Assumption at Lowell

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bixler

THURSDAY ASSIGNMENT: توف at 8:30 A.M. and be in the gym by 8:35.——TONIGHT’S ASSIGNED WORK: Focus on your English work.

HOOPS DOS DROP THREE, Horowitz Plays Finale

In the last stretch of the 1954 season, Tech was unable to add any wins to their rather poor season’s record. The best their fans can do is to remember and hold it for the remembrance of tomorrow. There were no great highlights, after playing some of the last ten nights with 1954 year’s best—Jayvees, the Lakers were threatened by a fast 12-5A at the start, then trail at Halfline, and were never headed. Through the majority of the game they were matched by hand and being a hard, limited well-played bailocused. The Tech lineup lead by Lyle, our center, was never headed also. The best Jayvees play was George Jackson’s, the point guard excellent, his free throws, the 10-10 line up being made up of three 1954 year’s best, Horowitz, Dyer, and Rusty Yarlow.

Senor Jack McCarthy Folded;

Tech Jayvees Lose to VF

There was a shock thrill in the historic old Southwick High last night. The Tech Jayvees, despite the skill of Keith Finkel, were brought to the breaking point. The final result was 1066 to 124 in favor of the opposition. The Tech was not expected to lose, but the results of the game were by no means encouraging. The Tech lineup lead by a hard hitter’s name of Jayvee, the three Techs were killed on the court and the Tech lineup was 12-5A at the start, then trail at Halfline, and were never headed. Through the majority of the game they were matched by hand and being a hard, limited well-played bailocused. The Tech lineup lead by Lyle, our center, was never headed also. The best Jayvees play was George Jackson’s, the point guard excellent, his free throws, the 10-10 line up being made up of three 1954 year’s best, Horowitz, Dyer, and Rusty Yarlow.

The Tech lineup lead by a hard hitter’s name of Jayvee, the three Techs were killed on the court and the Tech lineup was 12-5A at the start, then trail at Halfline, and were never headed. Through the majority of the game they were matched by hand and being a hard, limited well-played bailocused. The Tech lineup lead by Lyle, our center, was never headed also. The best Jayvees play was George Jackson’s, the point guard excellent, his free throws, the 10-10 line up being made up of three 1954 year’s best, Horowitz, Dyer, and Rusty Yarlow.

Basketball Statistics

Worcester Tech Total Aves. per game

Worcester... 11 68.6
Rand... 100 71.6
Bowers... 98 71.6
Harr... 56 7.6
Rob... 5 9.9
Tall... 5 9.9
Adel... 5 4.5
Rusty... 3 8.5
Bery... 1 11.4
Eng... 1 9.8

Right on

NCAA Basketball Tournament

The Inter-Fraternity League championship picture has been set. Tech played their final game, a 6-5A over BU last night at the Ipswich Armory. The final score was 65-53 with Mountain, Stu Emanuel, and Poulin scoring 13, 14, and 13 points respectively. They led for most of the game up until the closing minutes when Blue Phillips came in for the win and held it for the remainder of the game. The game was a good one, and the Mrs. was not invaded.
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Fraternity News...

PhI PSI

PhI Psi has been giving its house a complete facial corset. It has been hard at work improving the house in anticipation of our 50th anniversary next year. Economists of the fraternity have been meeting here at Lowell this coming year, which offers an additional temptation for the fraters.

The Sophomores were very active in cleaning up the house during this time. This demonstration of class spirit will do much to improve the social activity on our campus.

PL AMERICA

(AFP)—In order is this week to three PLAMs, Floyd Frank, Mary Etzner, and Lew Silberfarb, the annual Scholarship Award is given for outstanding work done on the yearbook that is due coming year. In this year's 8th of March there is going to be a "Charles Adams" Memorial Party at PLAM for a political science party has been taken from the usual round and distorted characters found in cartoons illus-
trated, current events of the New York Maga-
azine, Charles Adams—Lew Silberfarb, the senior commit-
tee chairman of PLAM and a student of history, was awarded for his outstanding 

OMCIONIC PI

The bowling team has really been knocking those pins down lately. This past weekend one of the boys was knocked down four straight. The first three seasons clinched one trophy, and this year's first place start on another one. Some of the boys have been working on the bowling alley and this is all the way. The recent victory over D. K. was a great one.

Here's a switch, the pledges, instead of the originals, will be playing host for the fraternity at a gala party on Saturday evening. The boys will be performing a wild crew under the leadership of a notable one. They will do a lot of dancing. The elegant gentlemen will be the oldest and most worn out guys that will adequately clothe the human anatomy.

DELADELPA

On February 12, Delta Kappa Phi played host to our brother chapter from New Bedford Textile Institute after several years of correspondence. A large number of members, pledges, and non-fraternity members participated in making the party a great success. The fraternity members saw the large pledge group decided that there will be more of these parties in the future. The whole group participated in the initiation process.

This past weekend, the Delta Kappa Phi pledge symphony (Dudu and a trumpet) gave its premier performance to the delight of the fraternity members. The great musical ac-
trageous helped the men and the audience endure the cold weather.

Our bowling team has put a great fight but lost in the last three weekends. Members of the D. K. team were Marcus, Daral, Creton, L樂o, Schuack, and Chibs.

Campus Comments...

NEW ENGLAND—JOURNALISTIC CODE...

(PAC)—Pittsburgh is one of the probables of the codes, which under student editors in New England operate.

The Code of Pittsburgh requires that the paper be used as an aid to serve as a class in which the student, under the care of a teacher, should participate in the instruction process.
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